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We describe the endomorphisms of the inverse semigroup of all one-to-one
partial transformations of a finite set and count the number of the endomorphisms.
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The symmetric in¨erse semigroup I on a set X is the set of allX
one-to-one partial transformations of X called merely ``transformations''
.in the sequel with composition of functions as multiplication. Various
w xproperties of I are known. In particular, Liber 2 and Lyapin proved inX
1953 that automorphisms of I are inner: for every automorphism aX
there exists a uniquely determined element g g G ; I of the symmetricX X
 . g  y1 .group G on X such that a t s t s gtg for all t g I . Here theX X
juxtaposition gt denotes the composition g ( t and the composition acts
 .   ..from the right to the left: g ( t x s g t x for every x g X. Thus the
automorphism group of I is naturally isomorphic to G . Other proofs ofX X
this result were found later by L. M. Gluskin and the first author.
Surprisingly, nobody considered endomorphisms of I and the semi-X
 .group End I of endomorphisms of I . Our paper seems to be the firstX X
attempt at filling that gap. We consider the finite case only, that is, X is a
finite set of cardinality n. Observe that if n s 0, then the only endomor-
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phism of I is the identity automorphism. Although the algebraic struc-X
ture of I is in many respects similar to that of the full transformationX
semigroup T for example, I and T have similar automorphisms,X X X
.congruences, and ideals , the endomorphisms of these semigroups are
 w xrather different. To each endomorphism of T see 3 for their descrip-X
.tion there corresponds a similar endomorphism of I . However, I hasX X
two new classes of 2n! endomorphisms that do not correspond to endo-
morphisms of T .X
 4We assume that X s 1, 2, . . . , n and write I and G instead of In n X
and G . The alternating subgroup of G is denoted by A , and K standsX X X
 .for Klein's four-group considered as a subgroup of G .4
For every x g X, a is the idempotent transformation in I that mapsx X
 4  .4x onto itself. Thus a s x, x , that is, a is a subset of X = Xx x
 .consisting of a single ordered pair x, x .
y1 .  .The sets pr t s t X and pr t s t X are called the first and second1 2
<  . <  .projections of t g I . The rank of t is the cardinality pr t of pr t .X 2 2
  . 4Every ideal of I has the form I s t g I : rank t - k , 1 F k F n q 1n k n
 w x.see 2 . Thus I is a disjoint union of its group of units G and then n
  . 4maximal ideal I . Also, D s w g I : rank w s k for 0 F k F n andn k n
 . 4D s x, x : x g Y for every Y ; X.Y
Our main results are the following theorem and corollary. Their proofs
are followed by a proposition that is another corollary to the theorem.
THEOREM. Suppose that n ) 2.
 . p  . p y1A Choose p g G and define a t s t s p tp for all t g I .X n
Then a p is an automorphism of I .n
 . 3 2E Choose b , g g I such that b s b and g s bg s gb s g ,1 n
and define
b , for t g G R A ,¡ n n
2~« t s b , for t g A , .b , g n¢g , for t g I R G .n n
Then « is an endomorphism of I .b , g n
If b 2 s b s g , then « is a constant endomorphism that maps I ontob , g n
 4 2a tri¨ ial semigroup g . If b s b / g , then « is an endomorphism ofb , g
 4rank 2 that maps I onto a two-element semilattice b , g with g - b. Ifn
b / b 2 / g , then « is an endomorphism of rank 3 that maps I onto ab , g n
 2 4  24three-element semigroup b , b , g , where g is a zero element and b , b a
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two-element subgroup.
 .E Choose p g G and define2 n
p tpy1 , for t g G ,n« t s .p  B, for t g I .n
 4Then « is an endomorphism of rank n!q 1 that maps I onto G j B .p n n
 .  4E Choose p g G , i, j g 1, 2, . . . , n , and define3 n
¡ y1p tp , for t g G ,n
p ~« t s . p i , p j , for t g D , i f pr t , j f pr t , 4 .  . . ny1 1 2¢B, for t g I .ny1
Then « p is an endomorphism of rank n!q n2 q 1 that maps I onton
G j I .n 2
Con¨ersely, e¨ery automorphism of I is of type A and e¨ery propern
 .endomorphism that is, an endomorphism that is not an automorphism is of
one of the types E ]E , except that I has 96 additional endomorphisms1 3 4
p  4s , p g G and i, j g 0, 1 , of rank 7. They are defined as follows.i, j 4
Each of the six cosets Kg, g g G , of K in G contains exactly one4 4
 .  .permutation s g for which 4 is a fixed point. Let s g be the permutation1 0
 4  .of 1, 2, 3 induced by s g . Thus s : G ª G and s : G ª G are two1 1 4 4 0 4 3
 4mappings. Extend them to the mappings s : I ª I , where i, j g 0, 1 ,i, j 4 4
defining
s w , for w g G .i n
s w s .i , 0  B for w f G ,n
for i s 0, 1.
s w , for w g G , .i n
s w s .i , 1  a , for w f G .4 n
p p p  .  . y1For all p g G , define s s a s , that is, s w s ps w p for all4 i, j i, j i, j i, j
w g I . In particular, s s s D where D is the identity element of G .4 i, j i, j 4
The only endomorphism of I is the identity automorphism. All endomor-0
phisms of I and I are of types A and E .1 2 1
COROLLARY. E¨ery proper endomorphism of I , n ) 2, has one of then
ranks 1, 2, 3, n!q 1, or n!q n2 q 1, except that I also has endomorphisms4
of rank 7. There are 2 n endomorphism of rank 1, 3n y 2 n endomorphisms of
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rank 2,
? @ my 3kmr2n 2
n!   n y m ! m y 2k !k! .  .ms0 ks1
endomorphisms of rank 3, n! endomorphisms of rank n!q 1, n! endomor-
phisms of rank n!q n2 q 1, and n! automorphisms.
For n s 4, there are 96 endomorphisms of rank 7.
Thus I hasn
? @ my 3kmr2n 2
n! 3 q   n y m ! m y 2k !k! .  .ms0 ks0
endomorphisms for n ) 2, n / 4, and I has4
? @ my 3kmr24 2
4! 7 q s 306  4 y m ! m y 2k !k! .  .ms0 ks0
endomorphisms.
I has two endomorphisms of rank 1 and a single automorphism I has1 2
four endomorphisms of rank 1, fi¨ e endomorphisms of rank 2, three endo-
morphisms of rank 3, and two automorphisms.
 .In particular, the orders of I and E s End I for n F 10 are:n n n
rn 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
< <I 2 7 34 209 1,546 13,327 130,922 1,441,729 17,572,114 234,662,231n
< <E 3 14 54 306 918 4,524 25,560 168,828 1,315,764 11,998,584n
Problem. It is well known and easy to see that
n 2
n< <I s m!.n  /m
ms0
<  . <Find an asymptotic estimate for End I when n ª `. It seems that then
w xestimate can be found using the Laplace method and arguments from 1 .
<  . < < <Is End I r I approaching 0?n n
Proof. Let « be an endomorphism of I for n ) 1. Consider threen
cases: « is injective on G ; « is not injective on G ; and a special case forn n
n s 4.
Case 1. Suppose that « is injective on G . In this case G is isomorphicn n
 . < <to its image G s « G under « , so that G s n!. Also, G is a group ofn
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permutations of a subset Y ; X, where Y s pr e for e the identity1
< < < <element of G. Thus n!s G F Y !, whence Y s X and G s G .n
The empty transformation B is the zero of I . In particular, gB s Bn
 .  .  .  .for every g g G . Therefore, « g « B s « B . Since « g is an arbitraryn
 .  .element of G , we obtain h« B s « B for all h g G . It follows thatn n
 .« B s B.
 4Clearly, a a s B for any distinct i, j g X s 1, 2, . . . , n . Since a is anj i i
 .  .idempotent of I , « a is an idempotent, and hence « a s D , wheren i i A i
 .  .A is an appropriate subset of X. Thus D s D D s « a « a si A l A A A j ii j j i
 .  .« a a s « B s B. It follows that A l A s B for i / j.j i i j
y1 .The inverse image « B of B is an ideal I of I for some m suchm n
that 1 F m F n q 1.
y1 .  4Subcase 1.1. Let m s 1. Then « B s B , and hence A / B for alli
 4i. Since A form a disjoint family of n subsets, the cardinality of theiri
 4union is G n. Therefore, each A is a singleton. Let A s j . Define ai i i
 .  . y1bijection p : X ª X by p i s j . It follows that « a s a s p a p .i i p  i. i
Let w g I . Consider the following chain of equivalent statements:n
i , j g w m a w a / B m « a w a / B m « a « w « a / B .  .  .  .  .j i j i j i
m a « w a / B m p i , p j g « w .  .  .  . .p  j. p  i.
m i , j g py1« w p . .  .
y1  .  . y1It follows that p « w p s w, and hence « w s pwp for all w g In
and « is the automorphism a p.
 4Subcase 1.2. If m s n q 1 then « maps I s I onto B and is anq1 n
constant endomorphism of type E with b s B.1
Subcase 1.3. If m s n then « acts on G as an automorphism andn
collapses I R G into B. Thus « is an endomorphism of type E .n n 2
Subcase 1.4. Let 1 - m - n. For any distinct idempotents e, f g D , them
 .  .  .  .product ef belongs to I , and hence « e « f s « ef s B. Since « e ism
 .an idempotent, « e s D for a suitable subset A . Observe that A / BA e ee
 .  .because « e / B. Since « ef s B, we obtain A l A s B for e / f.e f
n .  4Obviously, D contains idempotents. Thus A , where e are idempo-m em
n .tents in D , is a family of nonempty disjoint subsets of the n-elementm m
n .set X. It follows that F n. Since 1 - m - n, each of A has to be aem
singleton and m s n y 1.
 4Let A s j . The rank of e is m s n y 1, and hence e s D , wheree e i 49e
i is the only element of X that does not belong to the domain of e ande
 4  4i 9 is the complement of i in X. Define a bijection p : X ª X ase e
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 .  .follows: p i s j for every i g X. Then « D s a for every i g X.e e i49 p  i.
 .For w g I exactly one of the following three possibilities holds: in
 .  .w g I ; ii w g D ; iii w g G .ny1 ny1 n
 .  .i In this case « w s B.
 .ii In this case each of pr w and pr w consists of n y 1 elements,1 2
and there exist uniquely determined i f pr w and j f pr w. It follows1 2
 .  .  .  .  .from D wD s w that a « w a s « D « w « D s « w / j49 i49 p  j. p  i.  j49 i49
 .  .   .  ..4B, so that « w s a « w a s p i , p j .p  j. p  i.
 .  .iii If w g G , e, f g D , i f pr e and j f pr f , then w i s j mn ny1 1 1
 .  .  .  .   .  ..fw e f I m « f « w « e / B m a « w a / Bm p i , p j gny1 p  j. p  i.
 . y1  .  . y1  .  . y1« w m p « w p i s j, and hence w s p « w p and « w s pwp .
It follows that « is an endomorphism of type E .3
Case 2. Suppose that « is not injective on G . The kernel congruencen
 .  .  .  .  .ker « of an endomorphism « is defined by s, t g ker « m « s s « t
 .  .   .for any s, t g I . If s, t g ker « for all s, t g I that is, ker « has an n
.single congruence class , then « maps I onto a singleton, that is, « is an
constant endomorphism of type E , where b s g .1
 .Suppose that ker « has more than one congruence class. The congru-
 .ence ker « induces a congruence on G . Every congruence relation on an
group has a class that is a normal subgroup. Let K be that normal
subgroup of G in our case. The group G has three normal subgroups:n n
 .  4  4G , A the alternating group , and D . If n s 2, then A s D ; and, ifn n X 2 X
n s 4, then K is another normal subgroup.
 4Clearly, K / D because « is not injective on G . Therefore, K is aX n
nontrivial subgroup of G . It follows from the description of congruencesn
 w x.  .on I see 2 that I is a congruence class modulo ker « . If K s A ,X n n
 .  .then ker « has three congruence classes. If K s G , then ker « has twon
congruence classes. In both cases « is an endomorphism of type E .1
 4If n s 1, then I s B, D has only three endomorphisms: the identity1 X
automorphism and two endomorphisms that collapse I into either of its1
two elements. For n s 2 the endomorphisms of type E are automor-3
phisms, and hence all endomorphisms belong to types A, E , and E .1 2
 .Case 3. For n s 4 let I be a congruence class modulo ker « and let4
K s K. Clearly, the factor group G rK is isomorphic to G , the symmetricn 3
group of degree 3, so that K has index 6 in G and the rank of « is 7.4
0  .Thus S s pr « is isomorphic to G the group G with zero adjoined .2 3 3
 .If « D s D , where Y is an appropriate subset of X, then Y containsX Y
 .at least three elements because G s « G is a group of permutations of Y4
isomorphic to G . Also, « maps all the elements of I into a single3 4
idempotent D , where Z ; X.Z
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< <Subcase 3.1. Let Y s 4, that is, Y s X. Then G is a subgroup of G . It4
is easy to see that G must be the set of permutations of X that leave one
 .  4element x g X fixed. Let « I s D for some Z ; X. Then D is then Z Z
zero for all elements of G and hence each element of Z is a fixed point
 4for all permutations in G. This is possible only if Z ; x , so that either
D s B or D s a .Z Z x
< <Subcase 3.2. Let Y s 3. Then G s G and the elements of G have noY
common fixed points. It follows that Z l Y s B, i.e., either D s B orZ
D s a , where x f Y.Z x
< <Suppose that x s 4, where x is the common fixed point of G for Y s 4
< <or x f Y for Y s 3. The elements of G actually permute only the three
 4elements of 1, 2, 3 , and, if we identify G with the appropriate subgroup3
 4of G , we see that S s G D D . Every automorphism of S leaves D4 3 Z Z
fixed and induces an automorphism of G . Since G has precisely six3 3
p  .automorphisms, S has six automorphisms too. Thus « s s with p 4 s 4.i, j
Here
< < 0, for Z s B,0, for Y s 3
i s and j s   41, for Z s 4 .< <1, for Y s 4,
For x s 4 we obtain 24 possible endomorphisms. We obtain 3 ? 24 remain-
ing endomorphisms for x s 1, 2, 3.
Now we are ready to count the endomorphisms of I . Each automor-n
phism of I is inner, and hence their number is n!. It remains to countn
proper endomorphisms. If n s 1, there are two of them. The number of
proper endomorphisms for n s 2 will be found later.
Suppose that n ) 2. Each endomorphism « of type E is determined by1
 4its range a , b , g . The range is determined by two elements b and g such
that b 3 s b and bg s gb s g 2 s g . These relations between b and
g are characterized in the following lemma.
 . 2LEMMA. Three not necessarily distinct transformations b , a s b , and
g form the range of an endomorphism of type E of I if and only if b is an1 n
 2 .in¨olution of Y s pr b that is, b is a permutation of Y such that b s D1 Y
and g s D ; b for some Z ; X.Z
3  24Proof. b s b means that b , b is a two-element subgroup of I .n
That means that b is a permutation of Y and b 2 s D , that is, b is anY
involution of Y. We do not exclude the case of b s D . Also, g is anY
idempotent of I , and hence g s D for an appropriate Z ; X. Finally,n Z
bD s D b s D is equivalent to D ; b.Z Z Z Z
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Proof of corollary. Endomorphisms of type E of I are in one-to-one1 n
 4correspondence with the pairs b , g that satisfy conditions of the lemma.
We count the number of these pairs in the following way.
 .Let rank b s m for 0 F m F n. Choose Y s pr b. This can be done2
n .  4in ways. Given Y, we count the pairs b , g first choosing b and thenm
an appropriate g . Then we calculate the number of choices and add these
numbers for all possible choices of Y.
By the lemma, b is a permutation of Y whose cycles are either fixed
points or transpositions. Thus, given Y, b is determined by its transposi-
tions. If there are k transpositions, they move 2k elements of Y. Let U be
m .the set of these 2k elements. There are choices for U. Obviously,2k
? @ ? @k G 0. By the lemma, 2k F m. Thus 0 F k F mr2 , where r denotes the
integral part of r.
To calculate the number of choices for k transpositions in U, split U
into k disjoint ordered pairs of distinct elements. Each ordered pair has
2k .two components, and there are ways of choosing the set of k firstk
components for these pairs. To form ordered pairs, map bijectively k first
components onto k remaining elements of U. This can be done in k! ways.
2k .Therefore, there are k! different ways of choosing these k orderedk
pairs.
Each two-element subset can be turned into an ordered pair in two
ways, and hence k disjoint transpositions can be turned into 2 k different
sets of ordered pairs. There are
2k ! m! .m sk k /2k 2 k! m y 2k !2 k! .
ways of choosing b for a given Y.
Given Y and b with k transpositions, we now choose g . To choose g
means to choose a subset Z s pr g . By the lemma, each element of Z is a2
< <fixed point of b , and hence Z ; Y R U. Since Y R U s m y 2k, there
are 2 my 2 k ways to choose Z. Thus there are
2k ! 2 my 3k m! .m my 2 k2 sk /2k m y 2k !k!2 k!  .
choices for b and g . Varying Y, we see that the total number of pairs
 4  .b , g with rank b s m is
2 my 3k m! 2 my 3k n!n s . /m m y 2k !k! n y m ! m y 2k !k! .  .  .
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It follows that the total number of endomorphisms of type E of I is1 n
? @ my 3kmr2n 2 n!
.  n y m ! m y 2k !k! .  .ms0 ks0
Each endomorphism of types E and E is determined by the choice of2 3
p g G , and so there are precisely n! endomorphisms of each of thesen
types. It follows that there are
? @ my 3kmr2n 2 n!
3n!q   n y m ! m y 2k !k! .  .ms0 ks0
 .endomorphisms including automorphisms of I .n
If n s 2, then endomorphisms of type E are automorphisms, and hence3
we should subtract n!s 2 from the number produced by our formula. It
follows that I has 14 endomorphisms.2
Endomorphisms of rank 1 collapse I into an idempotent, and hencen
the number of such endomorphisms is the number of idempotents. Each
idempotent has the form D , and thus there are as many idempotents asY
subsets of X, which yields the claim of the corollary for endomorphisms of
rank 1.
Endomorphisms of rank 2 are characterized by two idempotents b / g .
The number of such pairs is the number of pairs of subsets Y and Z with
Z ; Y ; X and Z / Y. Obviously, the total number of pairs Y and Z with
Z ; Y ; X is 3n, but 2 n of these pairs correspond to the case Z s Y. This
produces the claim of our corollary for endomorphisms of rank 2.
Endomorphisms of rank 3 are obtained for k / 0, which gives us the
claim of the corollary for endomorphisms of rank 3. The number of
endomorphisms of each of the types E and E are the number of2 3
permutations in G , that is, n!.n
Remark. The theorem and the corollary can be used to classify and
count various special endomorphisms. For example, an endomorphism « is
 2 .called a retraction if it is idempotent that is, « s « . The image of a
retraction is called a retract. We can easily describe retractions and
retracts of I .n
PROPOSITION. An endomorphism « of I is a retraction if and only if it isn
one of the following:
 .i « is an endomorphism of rank 1;
 .ii « maps elements of G into D and elements of I R G into anyn X n n
idempotent g different from D ;X
 .iii « maps elements of the alternating group A into D , the remainingn X
permutations of G R A into an odd in¨olution b g G that is, b is an oddn n n
2 .permutation and b s D , and « maps elements of I R G into g g IX n n n
such that g 2 s bg s gb s g ;
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 .iv « is the identity automorphiam on G and maps all elements of In n
into B;
 .v « is the identity automorphism of I .n
For n G 2 there are 2 n, 2 n y 1, and
? . @ny2 r4 1
n2 n!  2 kq18 n y 4k y 2 ! 2k q 1 ! .  .ks0
 .retractions of ranks 1, 2, and 3, respecti¨ ely. There is one retraction of type iv
 .and one retraction of type v .
Also, I has eight additional retractions. They are endomorphisms s p of4 1, i
 4rank 7 with p g K and i g 0, 1 .
 .  .  .Proof. Necessity. It is clear that endomorphisms of types i , ii , iv ,
 .  .and v are retractions. If « is an endomorphism of type iii , then
b / b 2 s D because b contains transpositions and D does not. Also,X x
g / D because gb s g and D b s b / g . Thus « has rank 3. Since bX X
 .is an odd permutation, it does not belong to A , and hence « b s b.n
 .  . 2Also, « D s D and « g s g because g f G . Thus « s « and « is aX X n
retraction.
It remains to check that s p are retractions of I for p g K. For all1, i 4
p  .  . y1 y1 p  p  ..t g I , s t s ps t p s p a p s a g I , so that s s t4 1, 1 1, 1 4 p 4. 4 1, 1 1, 1
p  . p  . p  .s s a s a s s t . Analogously, s t s B, and hence1, 1 p 4. p 4. 1, 1 1, 0
 p .2 . p  .  y1 .y1 y1s t s B s s t . If t g G and p g K, then t tp s tp t g1, 0 1, 0 4
y1  .K, whence Kt s Ktp . By our definition of s , s t g Kt, and hence1, i 1, i
p  .  . y1 y1s t s ps t p g p Ktp s p Kt s Kt, because p K s K. It fol-1, i 1, i
p  . p  p  .. p  .lows that Ks t s Kt for every t g G , and so Ks s t s Ks t ,1, i 4 1, i 1, i 1, i
p  p  .. p  .which means that s s t s s t , because K is the kernel of the1, 1 1, 1 1, 1
 p .  p .2 p pgroup homomorphism s : G ª G . Thus s s s and s is a1, i < G 4 4 1, i 1, i 1, i4
retraction of I .4
Sufficiency. Let « be a retraction of I that is not an automorphism. Ifn
 .  .rank « s 1, then « belongs to class i .
 .  4Let rank « s 2. By the theorem, pr « s b , g , where b and g are2
 .distinct idempotents. If bg I , then gsbgg I , and hence bs« D sn n X
2 .  .« D s « b s g , which is a contradiction. Thus b g G . The onlyX n
 .idempotent of G is D , and so b s D and « belongs to class ii .n X X
 .  2 4Let rank « s 3. By the theorem, pr « s b , b , g . If b g I , then2 n
b 2 g I and we obtain a contradiction as in the case of « of rank 2. Thusn
b g G , and hence a s b 2 s D because a is an idempotent element ofn X
 .G . It follows that b is an involution in G . If b g A , then « b s a .n n n
 . 2 .  .Thus, for every t g G R A , b s « t s « t s « b s a , which is an n
contradiction. Therefore, b f A , that is, b is odd, and so « belongs ton
 .class iii .
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If « is a retraction of type E , then, obviously, p 2 s p and hence2
 .p s D , which shows that « belongs to type iv .X
 .If « is of type E , then « t g D for every t g D , and hence3 1 ny1
2 .  .« t s B / « t , which shows that « cannot be a retraction.
Finally, the only automorphism that is a retraction is the identity
automorphism.
 . p  4Let rank « s 7 for n s 4 and let « s s for p g G and i, j g 0, 1 .i, j 4
p  .  p .2 . p  . pThen s D g D and hence s D s B / s D . Thus s is0, i X 3 0, i X 0, 0 X 0, i
not a retraction.
p  .  . y1 y1 y1If t g G , then s t s ps t p g p Ktp s Kp tp because4 1, i 1, i
p  .  p .2 . p  . y1  y1 . y1p K s Kp . Thus s t s s t g p Ks t p ; p K Kp tp p1, i 1, i 1, i
s Kp 2 tpy2 because K 2 s K. Therefore, p tpy1 and p 2 tpy2 belong to
the same coset modulo K, and hence t and p tpy1 belong to the same
coset modulo py1 Kp s K. It follows that p tpy1 ty1 g K for all t g G .4
 .  .Suppose that p is a transposition i, j . If t is the 3-cycle i j k , then
 .  . . . . y1 y1 i j k s i j i j k j i i k j s p tp t g K recall that we apply the fac-
y1 y1 .tors in the product p tp t from the right to the left . If p is a 3-cycle
 .  .  .  . . . . y1 y1i j k , choose t s i j . We obtain i k j s i j k i j i k j j i s p tp t
 .  .  .g K. If p is a 4-cycle i j k l , choose t s i j . We obtain i k j s
 . . . . y1 y1i j k l i j i l k j j i s p tp t g K. It follows that if p is a 2-, 3-, or
4-cycle, then K contains a 3-cycle, which is not true. Thus either p s D X
or p is a product of two disjoint transpositions, i.e., p g K.
It is clear that the number of retractions of rank 1 is 2 n, which is the
number of idempotents of I , and the number of retractions of rank 2 isn
2 n y 1, which is the number of idempotents of I . We skip the proof thatn
the number of retractions of rank 3 is indeed given by the formula in the
< <proposition. The number of retractions of rank 7 is 2 ? K s 8.
A description of all retracts of I easily follows from the propositions.n
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